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This catalog you are viewing has been prepared for the exhibition titled 
“Izmir Levantines”, the first of the series “Traces from Izmir History” 

prepared by APIKAM.This exhibition is a glimpse of Levantine culture in 
Izmir where the history is dating back to 8500 years by hosting different 

civilizations, cultures and societies. The exhibition aims to remind 
Izmir’s history and cultural wealth once again, to keep the memory of 
the citizens’ fresh, and to strengthen the “urban consciousness”. The 

exhibition tells  Levantines’ history and culture to Izmir people, especially 
young Izmir people. Therefore, the aim of the exhibition is to introduce 
and teach the people of Izmir about the historical and cultural values 
that make up the city, in accordance with the purpose of the series of 
exhibitions. The exhibition consisted mainly of documents and objects 
created in the APİKAM archive by reflecting the Levantine culture in the 

city. Modern literature on the subject was searched; foreign archives were 
examined. In addition, the knowledge and experience of two important 

organizations, such as the Izmir Levantines Association and the Levantine 
Heritage, which undertook the mission of researching and promoting 

Levantine culture, were used.
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LEVANTINE GEOGRAPHY
The expression Levant was used by Europeans in the New Age to de-
scribe the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean. This definition in-
cludes different geographies in the historical process; modern Greece, 
Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Egypt have been the actors 
in the scene. This geography, which has been under the domination of 
the Ottoman Empire since the end of the 16th century, has become a 
special and interesting place for world history with its ancient history, 
culture, location, natural wealth and commercial opportunities.
The geography, which is defined as the Levant, has always attracted 
the attention of Europeans because of its natural wealth and commer-
cial opportunities. The political, military and economic movements that 
originated in the region have led Europeans to these geographies and 
a population and culture of European origin have been formed in the 
Levant geography.
The definition of the Levantine corresponded to an expression used for 
the French, Italian, English, Dutch, Catalan, Hungarian communities of 
the East and the European communities of Slavic origin, such as  Ser-
bian and Bulgarian. European communities had political and economic 
relations with this geography in the context of the needs of the periods, 
which have been for centuries.
Cities such as the Aegean Islands, Thessaloniki, Izmir, Istanbul, 
Iskenderun, Aleppo, Haifa, Beirut and Alexandria were houses for 
these communities.

Accuratissima 
Europae Tabula, 
Multis Locis 
Correcta, et 
Nuperrime 
Edita  Authore 
Carolo Allard Ph. 
Tideman del. 
G. v. Gouwen 
sc, Carel Allard 
(1648-1709), 
Philip Tiedeman 
(1657-1705). 
1720.
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IZMIR AND LEVANTINE WORLD
As a port city with its geographical location and suitable 
climate. Izmir has been one of the most attractive places 
of the Mediterranean since the early ages. The gulf, on 
which the city was founded, formed a sheltered harbor for 
Izmir. It was in a position where trade routes extending from 
the Near East to the West could reach Europe. There were 
fertile lands around the city. It was also close to the rich 
mineral deposits in the Aegean region and Anatolia. These 
opportunities made the city a prominent port city in the 
Mediterranean Basin.

Map showing Izmir Bay 
drawn by Joseph Roux, 
1764, Source: Apikam



HACILAR
At the end of the 17th century, Hacılar was one of the favor-
ite settlements of Dutch Levantines living in Izmir. The rich 
flora and natural life of the region attracted Levantines. The 
settlement became one of the preferred regions for hunting 
mansions of interested Levantines.

Cornelis deBruyn. Voyage au Levant, C’est-à-dire, Dans Les Principaux Endroits de l’Asie Mi-
neure, Dans Les Isles de Chio, Rhodes, et Chypre etc., Paris, Guillaume Cavelier, 1714.
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Corneille Le Bruyn Reisen van Cornelis de Bruyn. Deift, 1698 Pl. 4

IZMIR: A NEW HOME A NEW LIFE
By 17th century, Izmir as, the Mediterranean port city and as a commercial port, 
began to gain importance; the European population in the city has increased gradu-
ally. In this century, while European states moved their consulates to Izmir, for many 
Europeans to be called Levantines, Izmir became a city promising a new life. In 19th 

century, thanks to the safe harbor, wide hinterland, fertile territory, Izmir-Kasaba 
and Izmir-Aydın railways and its quay which was put into service in the 18th century, 
it has gained the commercial interest of Europeans over the years.

An anonymous picture 
from the Netherlands-

Amsterdam Rijskmuseum 
collection. Dutch 

Ambassador Daniël Jan 
Baron de Hochepied’s 

(1687-1723) acceptance 
to the Court and Izmir in 
the background. (Oil on 

canvas, Rijksmuseum 
Inventory No. SK-A-4085)
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JOHN “JACK” HUGHES                   
John Jack Hughes was born in 1895 in Kidderminster, 
England. John Jack Hughes, who came to Izmir with his wife 
Frances in 1920, started to work as a painter at Oriental 
Carpet Manufacturers Company. After his days in Izmir, 
Jack Hughes returned to West Riding in Yorkshire, where 
he resumed his carpet weaving business. Jack Hughes, who 
received an invitation to rejoin the OCM (Oriental Carpet 
Manufacturers Company) in 1924, returned to their beloved 
Izmir with his wife and family. John Hughes, who stayed 
in Bornova until 1934, decided to return to England after 
that year on family grounds. Jack founded his own carpet 
company in West Vale, Yorkshire, and in 1947 moved to 
Workington -Cumberland. 
The Hughes family has traveled from England to Izmir many 
times for holiday and for visit their relatives. Finally, in 1950, 
they visited their beloved Izmir and stayed for three weeks in 
their former friend Mr. Edmund Giraud’s house in Bornova.
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LEVANTINE ECONOMY 
Levantines from Izmir were active in different areas of the 
city economy. Trade, industry, banking, finance, insurance 
and logistics were among the economic activities of the Le-
vantines from Izmir. Furthermore, from the quay to the rail-
way, from tramways to ferry businesses; they were directly 
or indirectly involved in initiatives directly related to city life.

The stock bearing the 
signature of Aristide 
Baltazzi, one of the 
founders and chairmen 
of Devlet-i Osmaniye 
Şirket-i Umumiye, 
1873/04/01

AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural products such as grapes, figs, cotton, tobacco, 
licorice and opium, which are valuable products of fertile 
and rich Aegean geography, attract attention in European 
and American markets; they were considered as important 
products for different sectors such as food, pharmaceuti-
cals and textiles as raw materials. Levantines established 
companies for the marketing of agricultural products. By 
contacting local producers and vendors in the region, the 
region was building an extensive marketing network.
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THE SMYRNA FIG PACKERS LIMITED COMPANY
The Smyrna Fig Packers Limited Company - Izmir Fig Wholesalers Company was 
one of the important companies engaged in agricultural production and trade in 
Izmir and Aegean Region. Founded in January 1912, the company became the sole 
name for fig production, sale and distribution in the region. A large part of the Lon-
don-based company belonged to the Whittalls and the Girauds. In addition, Wilkin-
sons of Izmir was a partner of The Smyrna Fig Packers Ltd.

FIG
Figs, which can be seen in most of the Anatolian geography, 
were grown intensively in Büyük and Küçük Menderes ba-
sins in the Aegean Region in terms of climatic conditions. It 
was used as a raw material in many fields from food industry 
to cosmetics. Anatolian fig, which has an important share in 
the world market, was exported especially by drying.

Women working in İzmir İncir Han, early 20th century. 

Interior of İncir Inn. Fig Workers.
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LICORICE

Licorice and licorice honey were used in many areas. Before 
the 19th century, the rooted plant, which was not culti-
vated agriculturally, was collected from the areas where 
it grows wild in nature. Licorice, an important additive 
in tobacco production, was used in pharmacy and var-
ious beverages consumed in daily life. Licorice was a 
sweetener with its sugar-containing structure and was 
used as an ointment in some skin diseases. Licorice 
root, diversified with additives, is offered for sale un-

der the name of “Coco Powder” in powder form. This 
use forms the basis of the popular drink which will be 

called cola in the following years. Industrial production of 
licorice, which can be used in many fields, is thus started.

1934 Izmir Fair Mac Andrews & Forbes Kompani of New York stand. Licorice roots and licorice 
honey are presented in the exhibition.



The telegram drawn from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs to the province of Aydın in 
1915 regarding that Mac Forbes Company 
will export licorice from Kuşadası. 

MAC ANDREWS & FORBES COMPANY
Augustus Clarke, one of the first Levantines involved in the licorice root trade in the 
province of Aydın in the early 19th century, established a production network in the 
Menderes plain. Licorice root, which was not initially seen as a commercial product, 
was taxed on the percentage of production. In the following years, Augustus Clarke 
sought capital to expand trade volume. He contacted Robert Mac Andrew, owner of 
the London and Liverpool-based transport company Mac Andrews Shipping Com-
pany. Robert Mac Andrew sent his son William Edward Mac Andrew and his child-
hood friend William Forbes to Izmir in 1850. Following the footsteps of Clarke, the 
two young entrepreneurs formed the Mac Andrews & Forbes Company and started 
licorice trading. Until the War of Independence, the company’s activities were pro-
hibited after the war.
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BONITO
Acorn used as a raw material in leather processing and dye 
production had an important place among agricultural in-
dustrial products. The tannin asit or tannic acid contained 
was used in leather tanning, dye production, clarification of 
beer and wine, and cleaning of steam boilers. Acorn, one 
of the important export products of the 19th century, was 
grown in a wide geography extending from Aegean Region 
to Mediterranean.

Izmir Fair of 1935 C.J. 
Giraud & Co. The company 

stands for samples of 
acorn extracts and various 

products in jars.

Workers extracting acorn 
at the factory in the early 

20th century.
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COTTON
Cotton, the industrial agricultural product of the Aegean 
Region, was at the center of trade. Izmir was a production 
basin and commercial port in cotton trade compared to the 
other important port cities of the Eastern Mediterranean, 
Aleppo, İskenderun and Baghdad. Cotton, which is one of 
the most important raw materials of the textile sector, was 
produced in the area extending from Gediz Basin to Mende-
res Plain.

TOBACCO
The tobacco species produced in the Aegean Region were 
aromatic rich products. Ayasuluk and Ödemiş type tobac-
co were the most preferred products. Tobacco farming was 
one of the most important sources of livelihood in Izmir and 
its environs, in the plains of Küçük Menderes and Gediz in 
the late 19th century. More than 3600 farmers produced 
tobacco on about 2000 hectares of cultivated land.

Photograph showing the 
tobacco molding process in 
the factory, 1930s.

The photograph, in which 
worker women were 
displayed while laying 
tobacco, 1930’s.
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GRAPE
Grape, which was one of the leading export goods in the 
late 19th century in the Ottoman state, was produced in 
large gardens and vineyards of Izmir and Aydın plain. In 
Izmir, 4 types of grapes were grown, namely Sultaniye, cur-
rants, black grapes and red grapes. Among the Levantines, 
Sultaniye grapes produced in the vineyards of the Giraud 
family were among the best known.

Grapes washed with 
sulfur water. Bornova 
1921.

Grape workers from 
the early 20th century.

Charlie Giraud watches the workers dry the grapes in the vineyards.
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OLIVE
Olive cultivation and olive oil which are the characteristic 
products of Aegean Region, were one of the most lucrative 
activities of 19th. century. Büyük Menderes, Küçük Men-
deres and Gediz basins were the areas where olives 
were seen intensively in and around Izmir. The obtained 
olive oil was in high demand in European countries. 
Many Levantine business people living in the Aegean 
region invested in this area and set up steam-powered 
factories to process olives in and around Izmir to obtain 
valuable olive oil. At the beginning of the 20th century, 
some of the organizations where olive and olive oil 
based products were produced belonged to European 
entrepreneurs. During the Republican Period, Levantine 
Micaleff family attracted attention with their investments 
in this field.

The stand where the olive 
oil produced by Turan 
Company was exhibited at 
the Izmir Fair in 1937.

Turan olive oil stand at 
the 9th September fair 
organized before the Izmir 
Fair organization.



ALEX BALTAZZI
Alex Baltazzi was born in Izmir in 1936 as a member of the 
well-established Levantine families of Izmir. He graduated 
from Benoit High School and completed his higher educa-
tion at Izmir Academy of Economic and Commercial Scienc-
es. Baltazzi founded Karavan Tourism Company in 1969. He 
served as the chairman and second chairman of TÜRSAB 
Izmir Board of Directors for many years. Alex is the President 
of the Aegean Travel Agencies Association, the President of 
the Turkish-Italian Friendship and Culture Association, the 
second chairman of the Turkish-Italian Businessmen Asso-
ciation, the President of the Maritime Transport Contractors 
Committee and the member of the Maritime Tourism Group 
at the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce. Baltazzi was award-
ed the cavalry by the Italian President. Baltazzi, who passed 
away in 2015, is known for his researches and articles pub-
lished in various magazines and newspapers about Izmir 
and Levantines.

Alex Baltazzi received 
the award from the Izmir 
Chamber of Shipping for 
the highest amount of 
foreign exchange in the 
1990s.
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MINING
Mining was one of the economic activities invested by the Levantines, and many 
Levantine families owned mines in and around Izmir. Magnesite, chrome, mercury, 
silvery lead, silver, iron, calamine, mica, borax, lignite, sand and flint mines, and 
limestone and marble quarries were operated by companies belonging to Levantine 
families. Families such as Whittall, Abbott, Charnaud, Patterson and La Fontaine 
occupied an important place in this sector.

EMERY
American scientist Dr. John Lawrence Smith who came to Western 
Anatolia in the 1840s as a researcher, discovered the emery mine 
which is an ore. This ore is important for sanding and polishing. 
Lawrence, who came to the region with the demand of the Otto-
man State, discovered sand beds in Karacasu, which was within 
the borders of Aydın Province. The beds in the Aydın Province were 
in demand in the world market and affected the market prices. 
After this discovery, the British Abbott family engaged in trade 
in Izmir and started to search for minerals in the region. One of 
the best quality reserves of the period was discovered in the foot-
hills of “Gümüş Dağı (Silver Mountain)” as a result of the studies 
that started with Richard Benjamin Abbott’s prospecting license. 
The mining company, which began its production from the early 
1900s and continued its production until the end of World War 
II, was first named as Abbott Family Mines, and later became Ab-
bott’s Emery Mines Limited Company and closed with the expiry 
of the license period in the Republican Period.

1934 Izmir Fair Mining 
pavilion. Richard  B. 
Abbott  sanding mines, 
Sarayköy sulfur, 
Karaburun mercury 
mine, Arpaseki Dereköy 
coal mine samples are 
exhibited.
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BANKING AND FINANCE
Banking and finance had a special place among the economic activities in which 
Izmir Levantines played a role. Levantines have been decisive with their corporate 
projects and capital. Baltazzi family involved in the establishment process of Bank-ı 
Dersaadet in 1847 under the auspices of the Ottoman Government in Istanbul. 
Famous Levantine families in Izmir were also involved in the establishment of Izmir 
Bank - The Smyrna Bank.

15,000 francs insurance 
policy showing that 
L’Union Fire Insurance 
Company’s Demetrius 
Sevastopoulo’s house 
(Rue des MuriersDut 
Tree Street number 
37) is insured against 
fire. The person 
named Boskovich, who 
approved the policy, is a 
member of a Levantine 
family from Izmir.
19/07/1895

The policy-insurance 
showing that the house 
of the Prussian National 
Insurance Company 
Demetrio Sevastopoulo 
(Rue des Muriers-
Mulberry Tree Street 
number 37) is insured 
by the company’s 
representative, Edwin 
S. Joly. The insurance 
is worth 400 pounds. 
1891/07/18
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THE BANK OF SMYRNA
During the Ottoman Empire, The Bank of Smyrna was the 
first bank as a western-modern establishment. Therefore, 
the Bank had an important place in terms of city history and 
Turkish Economic History. The bank was founded in 1842 
under the auspices of Hinkelmann who was the Swedish 
consul in Izmir. In the Board of Director, there were Levan-
tine businessmen from Izmir, such as Hanson, JJ. A Werry, 
C. Whitall, W.G. Maltass, J. Langdon J. Pagy, w., Chasseau 
and F. Fontaine.
In the establishment of the bank, especially in the commer-
cial activities of the Levantines living in the city and of the 
Westerners doing business there, it was decisive to use the 
advantages of modern banking system and regulate mon-
ey markets instead of traditional and local finance applica-
tions. However, the establishment process of the bank and 
its monetary policies were reacted by Bab-ı Ali and the bank 
was closed in 1843 on the grounds that there was no per-
mission of the central administration.

BANQUE D’ORIENT
It was founded in 1904 with the merger of the 
Greek National Bank and the German National 
Bank in Berlin. In addition to Izmir, the Bank opened 
branches in the Eastern Mediterranean cities such 
as Thessaloniki and Alexandria. Following the dis-
putes between the investor partners in 1905, Ban-
que D’Orient left the bank after the signing of the 
Lausanne Treaty. The Italian capital Banca Di Roma, 
founded in 1880, started its activities in Izmir during 
the Greek occupation of the city.

Archive document dated 
1843 regarding the bank 
to be established by the 
Franks in Izmir.



INDUSTRY
The companies and factories established in the city were included in the investment 
areas of the Levantines from Izmir. They also played a major role in initiatives such 
as water, air gas and electricity, in which direct foreign investors played the leading 
role. They had factories and workshops where raw materials such as licorice and 
lumber obtained from Izmir and its surroundings were processed.

Cadastral map of Izmir in 1929. Alsancak port behind, Factories.
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IZMIR WOOL TEXTİLE 
TURKİSH COMPANY
Founded by the Griaud Family, which made significant in-
vestments in the cotton, fabric and weaving sectors. Izmir 
Wool Textile Turkish Joint Stock Company was established 
especially in during Second World War; it met the fabric 
need of the domestic market to a great extent. The compa-
ny, managed by Godfrey Giraud, one of the Giraud brothers, 
was operating with the Izmir Cotton Textile, the other com-
pany in the family’s manufacturing sector. The fabric pro-
duced in Izmir was sent to many Anatolian cities, especially 
to Istanbul. In order to meet market needs, engineers and 
chemists worked on fabric dyeing and pattern design.

1937 Izmir Fair, Sark Carpet Turkish Joint Stock 
Company and Izmir Wool Textile Turkish Joint Stock 
Company pavilion.
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IZMIR COTTON FABRICS 
TURKISH JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Established with the initiative of Giraud Family, Izmir Pamuk 
Mensucat Turkish Joint Stock Company is one of the most 
important companies producing and exporting in this field. 
Founded in 1913 by M. Edmont Giraud and M. Harri Gi-
raud, the company met the needs of the domestic market 
in weaving and hood fabric production. One of the most im-
portant initiatives in the history of the Republic, the compa-
ny was restructured in 1934 as Izmir Cotton Textile Turkish 
Joint Stock Company and continued its commercial life until 
2006.

Izmir Fair of 1938 Izmir Cotton Textile Turkish 
Joint Stock Company Front view of pavilion.



TRADE
Trade has always had a special place for the economic activities of the Levantines 
in the region. For the commercial activities of the Levantines, agricultural products 
and mines obtained from Izmir and its vicinity were important. Besides, Levantine 
companies and stores in Izmir were carrying things to Izmir and thus to Anatolia, 
such as; fashion products of the West from clothing to cosmetics and technological 
tools used in industry and agriculture in Europe and America.

Barges loading 
at the İzmir 

Quay, 19th 

century. 

İzmir Wharf 
and Italian Post 

Office, 19th 

century. 
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TRANSPORTATION AND 
COMMUNICATION
Levantine entrepreneurs played a key role in major Europe-
an investments such as railways, trams and docks in the city 
during the 19th century. Sometimes they served as manag-
ers in these institutions, sometimes they were shareholders 
of these companies. In particular, the operation of agencies 
belonging to international maritime transport companies 
prior to the Republican era was among the activity areas of 
Levantine families from Izmir, such as Van Der Zee.

The first office where 
Alex Baltazzi’s company 

went into operation. 
The first office of the 
companies “Karavan 

Turizm” is on Cumhuriyet 
Street. The company, 

which is located in the 
building next to the Izmir 

Telekom Directorate, 
later moved to another 
building. Today, a bank 

operates in the place 
where the old offices are 

located.
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THE ORIENTAL CARPET 
MANIFACTURERS LIMITED COMPANY
The Oriental Carpet Manifacturers Company was estab-
lished in 1907 with the gathering of Levantine compa-
nies from Izmir, the majority of which were engaged 
in weaving, yarn dyeing and carpet trade. The main 
objective of the company was to eliminate the compe-
tition in the carpet trade which had an important place 
in world markets; to gather Anatolia and Iran-based 
carpet trade and production in a single hand.
The company was owned by OCM (Oriental Carpet 
Manufacturers) and O.C.C. (Ottoman Cloth Company). 
The company had branches in Izmir, Istanbul, London, 
Paris, New York and Cairo. As of 1912, Buenos Aires and 
Toronto were added to these representations beyond the 
Atlantic Ocean. 
As the OCM grew, it expanded its areas of influence by turn-
ing to cities in the inner parts of Anatolia, such as Sivas 
and Konya. Shortly after its establishment, with its 20,000 
looms and 50,000 weavers in 27 cities in Central and West-
ern Anatolia, it has transformed into a giant monopoly in the 
field with its intermediary network. 
The company had production looms in many parts of Anato-
lia, as well as workshops producing paint and yarn. In addi-
tion to traditional Anatolian motifs, there was also a design 
structure where new patterns and motifs could be produced 
in line with the wishes of its customers. Founded in 1907 
and lasted for a long time, the company disintegrated to-
wards the end of the 20th century following changes in pro-
duction policy in the 1960s.

26



Women 
weaving 
carpets, 20th 
century. 

General view 
from the 
East Carpet 
Factory, 20th 

century. 

The 
designers 
of Oriental 
Carpet 
Company, 
who are 
working 
on carpet 
design.
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MAGALI NOËL
Magali Noel or Magali Noëlle Guiffray, the daughter 
of Yves Guiffray and Suzanne Guy born in Izmir in 
1931. In the late 1930s she settled in France with his 
family. During her acting career that began in the 
early 1950s, Magali Noel has appeared in nearly 
a hundred films and television films. She acted 
in classic films such as Italian director Federi-
co Fellini’s film Satyricon (1969) and Amarcord 
(1973); Costa Gavras’ film “Z” (1969). The artist 
is known for his musical works besides his act-
ing career. Magali Noel passed away in France in 
2015 at the age of 84.

Magali Noël, shared the leading role 
with another famous artist from Izmir 
Dario Moreno in the film  “Oh Qué 
Mambo!” which dated 1959. The two 
Izmir artists had taken part in joint 
projects many times and they were in 
front of the camera together.

28
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PATHE CINEMA
The first cinematographic screening in Izmir took place in 
1896 at the Apollo Theater of the Apollon Club on Frenk 
Street. The next screening took place in January 1897 at 
Luka Kahvesi. The first cinema hall in the city was the Pathé 
Frére Cinematography, which was established in 1909 in 
the old exaristeron theater of the Kraemer Brothers in Kor-
don. The Kraemer brothers opened the Ottoman Cinema 
in Konak, Beyler Street-Irgat Market. During this period, 
venues such as Café de Paris, which served on the quay, 
started to perform two sessions per day. In the daytime ses-
sions, special matins were organized for women.

Early 20th century, a view on the Izmir Waterfront, Pathe Cinema and Kraemer Theater.



LEVANTINES AND THEATER
Izmir, in the second half of the 19th century, began to meet modern theater halls. In 
1841, Euterpe took its place in the history of Izmir art as the city’s first modern the-
ater. Following the extinction of a fire, in 1860, a three-storey theater named Cama-
rono was built with seventeen chambers, illuminated by air gas lamps. In addition, 
the Sporting Club’s theater hall, opened in 1894 with a capacity of 700 people, is 
an important representative of the city’s modern theater buildings.

Bornova, 1956

25.12.1936An important part of the Levantine culture, Carnival, 1951
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IZMIR THEATER (THEATER DE SMYRNE)
Theater de Smyrne was opened in 1911 in Kordon by the 
Levantine businessman Charles Missir from Izmir. The 
building is a small scale replica of the Paris Opera. The ar-
chitect of the building, which has a capacity of 784 peo-
ple, is Ignatius Vafeiadis. Famous theater and opera groups 
from Europe gave representations here. Théatre de Smyrne 
could not escape the 1922 fire.

Izmir Theater, 
early 20th 

century.
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GRAND HUCK HOTEL
Grand Huck Hotel was one of the important and famous hotels of Izmir at 
the end of the 19th century. Located on First Kordon Street, the hotel was 
named after Marie Huck from Berlin in the late 1880s. The name was used 
as Grand Hotel for a while. Grand Huck Hotel, which is preferred by visi-
tors coming from different parts of the world to Izmir, also provided guides 
and interpreters in different languages for the guests. The hotel, which was 
opened by the Madame Huck of Berlin, was the representative of German 
Culture in the city and was frequented by the Germans who came to the 
city. The hotel is also important for the culture and lifestyle of the German 
community in the city; it was manifested in activities carried out on behalf of 
the community. Grand Huck Hotel, which is the subject of many postcards 
and photographs, was destroyed during the Great Izmir Fire. The tombs of 
Marie Huck, his son Max Huck and his wife Ida Huck are in Izmir.

 Izmir Dock and 
Grand Huck Hotel, 
19th century.
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GRAND HOTEL KRAEMER PALACE
Operated by Austrian J. Kraemer, the Grand Hotel Kraemer 
Palace had the tallest building on the First Promenade. 
Kraemer Hotel, which is located at an important point in 
the social life of Izmir, was known for its proms and recep-
tions attended by distinguished guests. An expensive and 
luxurious venue preferred by the upper classes, the Club 
Hellenique, another important and popular venue of Izmir’s 
social and cultural life, was located in the hotel. The Krae-
mer Brewery, located next to the Kraemer Palace Hotel, is 
undoubtedly one of the most famous businesses among 
the countless cafes and breweries in Kordon. The pub in-
troduced imported beers to people from Austria. The beers 
produced in Izmir were also consumed here. The hotel had 
hosted famous names during its service. After the liberation 
of Izmir, Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu and Falih Rıfkı Atay, 
who came to the city to interview Gazi Mustafa Kemal, were 
also guests at the hotel.

At the end of the 
19th century, Grand 
Hotel Kraemer 
Palace and the 
Kraemer Brewery 
in Izmir on the First 
Promenade.



FRANK STREET                     
The stores, which are covered with smooth cobblestones 
and 4-5 meters in width, sell various products from Europe-
an cosmetics to ready-to-wear garments; In the city, printing 
houses which published books and newspapers in different 
languages, bookstores, photographers and antique shops, 
, were located along the narrow and curved line of Frank 
Street. It was also possible to come across the practices 
of scientists such as pharmacies and dentists. This is one 
of the places that western travelers who visit Izmir tell with 
interest in their records. It was the starting point for West-
erners visiting the city.
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Rue de Franque, the famous Frank Street of the pre-Republican 
era, was a place that directly represented the European face of 
Izmir and the European modern lifestyle. The street started in 
front of the Grand Vizier Khan near the entrance of today’s Mimar 
Kemalettin Street. On the line, it created areas such as “Fasula 
Square” and followed the bay shore along the south-northeast. 
The street ended at the end of the current Kıbrıs Şehitleri Street 
in Punta in the north. The street, which almost covered the city 
from beginning to end, was referred to by different names in dif-
ferent languages. From south to northeast, there were Rue des 
Verreries Street, Rue de Franque, Rue Fasula and Rue Trassa. 
Turkish equivalents were Mahmudiye, Frenk, Sultaniye, Mecidiye 
and Teşrifiye streets.
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Belle-Vue or Bella-Vista neighborhood whose name means 
‘’beautiful views “ by  the dock built at the end of the 19th 

century , included commercial institutions, business inns, 
religious buildings, schools, theaters, cafes, hospitals as the 
central spaces of the Levantines in their daily lives.

Late 19th century, 
Levantine women 
strolling on the 
promenade.
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LEVANTINE CLUBS
The important elements of the social life of the Levantines in the city were the ca-
sinos and clubs they established. From the 19. century, they symbolized the city’s 
social life, Western culture and lifestyle. These places were attractive by their librar-
ies; games, billiards, ball and theaters. Levantines followed here the magazines, 
newspapers and publications in European cities and participated in carnival ball.

AVCILAR CLUB 
(CLUB DE CHASSEURS)
As one of the most important clubs among the increasing 
number of clubs since the end of the 19th century, Avcılar 
Club made its name known with its activities organized in 
many different sports, especially hunting. The front of the 
building in Kordon was the starting point for swimming and 
sailing races and water sports competitions. Furthermore, 
the trips organized by the members for the city in the out-
side of the city were among the important activities of the 
club.

Izmir, late 19th 
century, Avcılar 
Club on Galazzio 
Street (Vasif Cinar 
Boulevard).
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PETROCOCHINO CLUB
Nowadays, the building which is located opposite Karsiya-
ka Ferry Port and which served as Halkevi and Teachers’ 
House for a while after the proclamation of the Republic, 
was one of the frequented places of the Levantines in Kar-
siyaka in the early 1900s.

Karsiyaka Pier and 
Petrocochino Club in the 
early 20th century.
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SPORTING CLUB
Sporting Club was one of the places where Levantine com-
munities spent time in Izmir. The club was open only to care-
fully selected members. In addition to sporting events such 
as athletics and swimming races, the hall also had theater 
performances and various concerts. The famous building, 
dated 1894, was burned down during the Great Fire of 
1922.

Sporting Club 
invitation letter 
prepared for the 
employees of French 
Duva Trouin class 
French Cruiser who 
came to Izmir in 
1911.

Sporting Club from the early 20th century.

An image of the 
traditional Carnival 

held at the Sporting 
Club in the early 20th 

century.



ITALIAN GIRLS SCHOOL
In Italy, political unity was established at the end of the 
19th century. Following this unity, culture was one of the 
elements of the policy for political expansion. Established 
schools were also important tools of this policy. The con-
struction of the school was completed in 1906, and initially 
there were thirty students, while an average of 100 stu-
dents started to study in the following period. The school 
served under the auspices of the Italian State. In spite of 
the Vatican, the school implemented a secular education 
program. Today, the school, which is located at the location 
of the 9 Eylül University Rectorate Building, was destroyed 
in 1954 within the scope of urban regulation, although it is 
among the buildings that survived the Great Izmir Fire.

LEVANTINES AND EDUCATION
The Levantines who settled in Izmir gave importance to their culture and education 
for future generations. The institutions established with the support of religious in-
stitutions and consulates provided education at primary, secondary and high school 
levels. Dame De Sion of the French, Saint Joseph, Bornova British College of British 
and British School of Commerce, German German School of Boys and Girls of Ger-
mans, Italian School of Italians were among the important educational institutions. 
In these schools, students were learning Latin, French, English, Italian, Persian, 
Turkish and Modern Greek alongside their own language. In addition to these lan-
guage courses, these schools had a broad curriculum in arithmetic, algebra, com-
merce, ancient and modern history, physics, chemistry and industrial arts.

Italian Girls School and Cafe de Paris near the beginning of the 20th 

century.

School of Italian Girls 
from the early 20th 

century.
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ST. JOSEPH COLLEGE
French Lazarist Priests, active in Izmir since the mid-19th century, 
built churches, monasteries and educational institutions. Built 
next to Saint Polycarpe Church, the school was destroyed after a 
fire in 1845. It was named after Saint Jean-Baptiste de la Salle, 
who lived in France in the 15th century and became famous for 
his contributions to education. The school started education again 
in Gül Sokak at the end of the 19th century. The college, which is 
located near the Saint Jean Cathedral, continued its activities until 
1922, although there were interruptions in education during the 
First World War. The building was abandoned when it was destro-
yed by the big Izmir Fire. After this event, St. Joseph moved to the 
“Saint-André” vocational school, which provided apprenticeship 
training until that time. It still serves here today.

A black and white photo of a class during a 
class at Izmir Saint Joseph Secondary School. 
Alex Baltazzi is the second in the back of the 
left-hand row, in front of his two rows Altan 
Manisalı from Izmir merchants, the right of the 
third row in front of the well-known personali-
ties of David Sidi Sarfati.

Alex Baltazzi with his classmates at Saint 
Joseph College in Izmir.

Black and white photo of a group of students 
and teachers from the Saint Joseph Secondary 
School in Izmir. In the front row is Alex Baltazzi, 
a tall, light-colored child.

In the Saint Joseph secondary school in Izmir, 
the students are in order. The fourth person from 
front to back is Alex Baltazzi.



L’ECHO DE FRANCE                    
L’ECHO DE FRANCE was published in French on July 14, 
1919. The newspaper, published in four pages, is the organ 
of the French Consulate in Izmir. The newspaper was pub-
lished until 1922.

LE SPECTATEUR ORIENTAL                   
Le Spectateur Oriental is the first newspaper not only in 
Izmir but also in our country. The first issue of the newspa-
per, published in French, was published on 24 March 1821. 
Although Charles Tricon is the owner of the newspaper, Al-
exander Blacque, his partner and head writer, has had a 
significant impact on the newspaper. The newspaper pub-
lished three hundred issues and said goodbye to its readers 
with its latest issue dated 22 December 1827.

LEVANTINES AND IZMIR PRESS
Another area in which the Levantine community has historically left its mark on the 
cultural and artistic life of Izmir was the press and media life of the city.
From 1821 to the first quarter of the 20th century, Le Spectateur Oriental, the first 
newspaper in Izmir, was published in a number of newspapers and magazines. 
Newspapers published in different languages reveal the multicultural and multilin-
gual structure of the city
Le Spectateur Oriental (1821-1827), Le Journal De Smyrne (1832), La Smyrneena 
(1824), Le Courrier de Smyrne (1824-1905), Bulletin de Smyrne (1893 - 1905), 
La Réforme (1868-1918), were French newspapers; Affiches Smyrneennes (1893), 
Smyrna Mail (1862-1864), were English newspapers. Some others were Italian in 
the case of Eco d’Italia (1885). The authors, the owners and the chief writers of 
these newspapers were mostly Levantines who lived in the city.
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KLARK BROTHERS: 
EDVIN KLARK & JO KLARK
They belong to a Levantine family of British origin. Their 
grandfather came to Izmir in 1850s to work on Izmir-Aydın 
railway. The two brothers wore the shirt of Altay, one of the 
well-established clubs of Izmir; they became one of the 
most admired players of the green fields in the 1940s and 
1950s. Edvin Klark, who started his football career at Saint 
Joseph High School, played in many positions under the 
black-and-white uniform and Jo Klark took the left-hand po-
sition. Edvin Klark, known for his effective kicks and penal-
ties, was given the nickname “bomber”. This title was used 
for two brothers who were called as “The Bomber Brothers”. 
The two brothers engaged in trade other than football and 
established a company called “Edvin & Jo Clarke Brothers”.

Rekor sports magazine, 
published on 25 February 1950 
in Izmir, 1949-1950 The eleven 
of Izmir Altay the second and 
the Levantine footballers, Klark 
brothers.
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LEVENTINES AND SPORTS
The cultural change created by the Levantine families in the second half of the nine-
teenth century, as in all other fields, was found in sports. The Levantines living in the 
city played a big role in the introduction of modern sports such as football, tennis, 
riding, cycling, athletics and swimming to Izmir. In Izmir, respectively, the first horse 
race took place in 1861, the first football match happened in 1877, the first ath-
letics competitions regulated in 1892 and the first swimming race arranged in the 
early 1890s. Sports such as golf and tennis were common. The first football club in 
Izmir was founded in 1894 under the name of Bournabat Football and Rugby Club. 
It was under the leadership of Levantine families in Bornova. Sport fields began to 
form in Izmir in this period. “Bornova Meadow” hosted sports from different branch-
es during this period. interest of the Levantines towards modern sports paved the 
way for the Greeks, Armenians and Turks living in the city to establish sports clubs 
and prepare sports organizations.
Levantine athletes also participated in international competitions; In 1906, a foot-
ball team, most of which consisted of Izmir Levantines, also participated in the 
Olympic Games held in Athens. The staff of the board whose members were Edwin 
Charnaud, Zare Jewelery, Eduard Giraud, Jacques Giraud, Henri Joly Percy La Fon-
taine, Donald Whitall, Albert Whitall, Godfrey Whitall, Harold Whitall, won second 
prize.
The races organized in Paradiso-Kızılçullu were among the most popular sports ac-
tivities in the city. The races led by Levantine families such as Peterson, Aliotti, Rees, 
Forbes and Giroud attracted great interest in the mid-19th century. Jockey, grooms 
and coaches invited from abroad, valuable horses of different breeds, harades es-
tablished on the grounds of Levantine mansions and hippodrome indicate that this 
sport is given importance by the Levantines living in the city.
In order to organize the races, a club called Smyrna Races Club-Izmir Race Club was 
established under the leadership of Levantines living in the city. In addition to reg-
ular racing calendars, races were held on special occasions such as Easter. Race 
days, fair for the public who came to watch the fair, entertainment was organized. 
While people from all segments of the city showed interest in the races, important 
personalities of the city took their places in the stands.

Postcard on the theme of Bornova Panionion 
games. The Samos Philharmonic Orchestra on 
the right, Mehmet Kamil Pasha on the left and 
Levantines of different nationalities.

1905 postcard, Buca racetrack.
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In the photo, the 
‘Ecnebi’ Altay football 
team, established by 
the Levantines in the 
city in the mid-1930s, 
can be seen on the 
Public Field at the site 
of the current Atatürk 
Indoor Sports Hall. 
In addition to Edvin 
and Jo Klark (Clarke), 
Polycarpe Corsini (Rear 
row), Abers Simes 
(Front row - left front) 
and Polycarpe Armao 
(front row right) are 
among the Levantines 
from Izmir.

Sportmen Magazine,
30/09/1946

1906 Levantine British football team. 
Athletes from the important Levantine 
families of the city can be seen in the 
photo. Gunes Magazine, March 27, 1944.

A postcard from the 
early 20th century in 

Izmir, a view of the 
rowing races in front 

of the Sportin Club in 
the Gulf.
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LIFE AND BELIEFS
The Levantines of Izmir were the representatives of the cultures of the countries 
they came from with their language, food and holidays. In the meantime they main-
tained their religious and national traditions within the cultural pluralism of Izmir 
and conveyed them for generations.

Virgin Mary - April 3, 1907 A view from the Protestant Church in 
Buca and the cemetery in front of it. 
Built in 1838, the church is a Protestant 
English chapel.

Alex Baltazzi in a church ritual in the cathedral. 

The Church Membership 
ceremony (Cathedrale 
confirmation) held at the 
Sainth John Church (next to 
the Izmir American Cultural 
Center today). In the photo, 
Alex Baltazzi was depicted 
with a Bible in his hand in the 
section with priests.
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The European Levantines, mostly Catholic and Protestant, 
had churches in different parts of Izmir, such as Karsiyaka, 
Alsancak and Buca, Bornova. From the moment they were 
founded, these churches were supported by the states, 
rulers, or city leaders to which the communities belonged. 
Even the Ottoman sultans allowed the establishment of 
churches in the city to meet the religious needs of Catho-
lic and Protestant Europeans. The churches’ signatures of 
important architects which were used as works of art with 
their inner and outer structures were important symbols of 
the Levantine culture in Izmir, which kept the joyful and sad 
memories just like the Levantine houses.

Notre Dame Du Rosaire 
(Domeniken) Church

Notre Dame Du Rosaire 
(Domeniken) Church. The 

building was put into service 
in 1757. When the building, 

which underwent many 
repairs between 1774-

1880, was insufficient for 
the congregation, a larger 

church was built in the same 
place in 1902.

Alex Baltazzi’s cousin’s 
wedding ceremony. 

The cousin’s family is a 
Levantine family known as 

“Vaileri”. In the photo, in the 
back, the left is the mother, 
just behind her father, Alex 

Baltazzi (the boy in the front 
suit). The bride is Liliane 
Depoli and the groom is 
Alfred Vaileri. Others are 
relatives of Baltazzi. The 
photo was taken in Izmir 

Santa Maria Church.
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RAYMOND CHARLES PÉRÉ                   
Raymond Charles Péré was born in the town of Roquefort in 
Southwest France, in Landes in Nouvelle-Aquitaine, in 1854. 
Péré, who came to Izmir in 1881, married Anais, daughter of 
Russo’s who were among the important Levantine families. 
He died in Izmir on October 15, 1929. During his forty-year 
career, Péré has created important architectural works, es-
pecially the Clock Tower in Konak Square, the symbol of the 
city. The Clock Tower, which was built for the celebration of 
the twenty-fifth year of the reign of Abdulhamid II and was 
started to be built in 1901, is the most important work of 
the architect. The architect also made the landscape work of 
the tower’s environment. The fountain pool in the Yellow Bar-
racks, which was built for the celebration of the twenty-fifth 
year of the throne of the Second Abdulhamid, is another work 
belonging to Péré. Between 1894 and 1899 Péré was one of 
the important religious structures of Izmir. He undertook the 
renovation works of Policarp Church. It was built in 1904 in 
St. Petersburg. Helene Catholic Church, the French Hospital 
building, which is used as the Emergency Service building 
of Alsancak State Hospital today, the Old German Consulate 
and Ayşe Mayda House located on Mithat Pasha Street are 
the structures attributed to the Levantine architect. Péré was 
honored with a third rank by Second Abdulhamid and France 
awarded him with the Legion d’Honneur Order in 25 March 
1901.

CHIEF ENGINEER BARANOFSKI EFENDI
Born in Poland in 1841, Baranofski studied engineering at 
the University of Warsaw. When the Russians invaded Poland 
in 1863, he took refuge in the Ottoman Empire. Capital Engi-
neer Baranofski Efendi worked in bridge and road construc-
tion, in Bursa, Kastamonu, Manisa, Harput and Jerusalem. 
He took part in the commission that carries out the nafia ad-
ministration and education and training in Izmir. He worked 
with Architect Raymond Charles Pere in the construction of 
the clock tower, which was deemed appropriate for the twen-
ty-fifth year of Sultan Abdülhamid’s ascent to the throne. Cap-
italist Baranofski Efendi died in Izmir in 1918.

From left to right: Henriette 
Pére, Elysé Russo, Pére, 
Marcel Russo, Marie Maggiar 
Russo, Pére, Marthe Russo, 
Raymond Pére, Marie-Jeanne 
Russo, Adele Russo, Marie 
(Pére) Balladur,?, Gabriel 
Russo.
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Forbes Pavilion

MANSIONS AND GARDENS; MANSIONS AND COASTS
For Levantines, settlements such as Bornova, Buca, Karsiyaka around Izmir as an 
alternative to their life in the city center were eye-catching. These settlements had 
been inhabited by the Levantines from an early period, and these were places whe-
re they could survive in the face of epidemics spread in the city, especially from the 
beginning of the 18th century. At these points far from life in the city, the Levantines 
built glamorous residences, mansions, and lived lively but calm lives on the city’s 
edge at least as in the city center. They created the most important works that 
reflect the Levantine culture in these spaces. The mansion structures with large 
gardens and high walls were the places where the leading travelers and visitors of 
the period were hosted. As in Buca, those interested in horse races from Levantine 
families with large lands and flamboyant properties, set up studs on their land to 
raise special breed horses. Trekking, picnics and hunting parties was the preferred 
leisure activities. Over time, these settlements were more strongly connected with 
the city by means of transportation, such as railways and ferries. While settlements 
such as Buca, Bornova and Seydiköy are connected to the city center by the railway 
line; Karsiyaka, which is a sea settlement, was connected to the city center by ferry 
services between the center and the end of the 19th century. These developments 
in city transportation further increased the visibility of the settlements. In addition, 
Bayraklı was close to regions such as Halkapınar, an industrial area of Levantine 
industrial enterprises and factories especially in the 19th century. This region had 
the possibilities to live a quiet life.

FORBES PAVILION                   
The pavilion of the British Forbes Family 
was built in 1908, but after its completion, 
it was burnt down in 1909 and rebuilt in 
1910. The pavilion is surrounded by large 
gardens, and as in many Levantine pavil-
ions in Buca, there are hares. After the 
Forbes family left Izmir, the mansion was 
used by the Whittall family, another famous 
Levantine family from Izmir. The building, 
which contains many different architec-
tural styles, has eclectic features seen in 
Buca Levantine mansions.
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REES PAVILION                                       
It is the famous residence of the British Rees family which was one of the famous 
Levantine families in Izmir. Although the exact date of construction is not known, it 
is known that the Rees Family moved to this mansion at the earliest in the late 19th 

century. The pavilion bears the traces of Italian Renaissance style with its balcony 
motifs, classical railings, simple windows. The building, which has been used for 
different purposes throughout the history, now serves as the Dean’s Office of the 
Faculty of Education at Dokuz Eylül University.

BALTAZZI PAVILION                    
Built by the Baltazzi Family, the building dates back to the mid-19th century. Built in 
neo-classical architectural style, the mansion became the property of Ispartalıyan 
family in 1890. During this period, a pond with sculpture was added to the garden of 
the mansion. The building was dazzled during the Republican Period. The building, 
which was the dormitory building of Buca Secondary School in the early periods, 
was transferred to Buca High School in 1966. The pavilion building, which was a 
High School of Fine Arts for a period, now serves within the body of Işılay Saygın 
Anatolian High School.

CHARLTON WHITTALL HOUSE  “GREAT HOUSE”                     
Built as a monastery for Dutch nuns in the late 18th century, the 19th century British 
merchant, “J.W. Whittall and Co.” company founder Charlton Whittall. Architectural-
ly, the single-storey mansion rising on the basement floor, 1867 with the addition 
of the second floor begins to be called “Big House”. The materials and craftsmen 
used to build the mansion are mostly brought from Europe. In this respect, it is 
thought that a significant amount of money was spent. The Whittall Family was 
making Christmas dinner and big acceptances in this house. Known as the Ev Big 
House, the pavilion hosted important personalities of the time such as Sultan Ab-
dülaziz and George Frederick Ernest Albert, who will be named as George V. in the 
future. The Whittall family, who left the city in 1930, sold the Big House Gir to the 
Giraud family, the founder of Izmir Izmir Basma Sanayi ve and Pamuk Izmir Pamuk 
Mensucat companies. The mansion, which remained in Giraud until 1948, was ex-
propriated that year. Today, Ege University serves as the Rectorate building.

ALIOTTI PAVILION                     
The pavilion was built in 1914 in Karsiyaka, one of Izmir’s favorite summer resorts 
for an Italian Levantine Aliotti family. The Aliotti family left the city in the late 30s 
and exchanged the mansion for the Yaşar family’s house on the island of Rhodes. 
The pavilion continues to exist today as Durmuş Yaşar Education and Culture Foun-
dation.
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PATERSON PAVILION                    
The pavilion was built at the end of the 19th centu-
ry by the Scottish John Borthwick Paterson, who 
settled in Izmir in 1859. It became final in the 
first quarter of the 20th century by adding addi-
tions from time to time. For a long time Izmir has 
been one of the favorite meeting places of the 
Levantine community. The lively social life host-
ed by Patersons continued until 1958 when the 
family left Izmir. Following the use of housing, the 
building became the office and lodging building 
of NATO personnel between 1968-1972, and af-
ter 1973 it was used as a carpet factory. The use 
of the building as a factory has caused significant 
problems due to wear on wooden beams and 
floors. The structure, which was expropriated by 
Izmir Governorship in 1978 for cultural purposes, 
changed hands among many institutions such as 
Ministry of Culture, Ege University and Ministry 
of Tourism respectively. The pavilion was heavily 
damaged by the main fuselage and the west wing 
due to two large fires in 1979 and 1987. Resto-
ration activities have often been interrupted. In 
1988, in accordance with the physical losses 
experienced in the building, a lawsuit process 
started between the owners and the Ministry of 
Culture, which resulted in a consensus in 2012. 
The building has entered a new process with the 
Paterson Pavilion Restoration project, which was 
initiated on 16.02.2017.

Aliotti Pavilion Paterson Pavilion

Rees Pavilion

Baltazzi Pavilion

Charlton Whittall House
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ALEXANDRE BLACQUE                   
Born in Paris in 1792, Alexandre Blacque left the country due to the loss of his 
father’s political position in France, came to Izmir at a young age and lived in Izmir 
for a few years. After the law education in France, Blacque started to live in Izmir 
again in the early 1820s and was the representative of French merchants in the 
city. As one of the pioneers of press life, Blacque was either the founder or partner 
of the newspapers in the city. The newspapers Le Journal de Smyrne, Le Courrier de 
Smyrne and La Spectateur Oriental bear the signature of Alexandre Blacque, who 
is considered the first journalist of Izmir. He wrote articles about the international 
politics of the period in these newspapers; In these articles, he harshly criticized 
the political activities of Greece, Russia and France over the Ottoman Empire. This 
attitude attracted the reactions of the governments of Greece, Russia and France, 
which tried to extend their political and economic sovereignty against the Ottoman 
Empire at that time. Alexandre Blacque has been warned with harsh language many 
times through the representations of these states in Izmir.
Blacque, who went to Istanbul with the invitation of Sultan II. Mahmud, has taken an 
important place in the history of the press by publishing Le Moniteur Ottoman, the 
French edition of Takvim-i Vekayi. Alexandre Blacque passed away on the island of 
Malta in 1936, where Sultan II. Mahmud visited him on a special mission to France. 
Alexandra Blacque or with his other name Blak Bey, was one of the pioneers of 
newspaper publishers in Izmir and in Turkey. 

VITTORIO PISANI                    
Painter Vittorio Pisani was born in 1899 on the is-
land of Corfu. His father was an Italian; his mother 
was a Greek. He came to Izmir in 1906 when his 
father was appointed as the director of the Izmir 
School of Fine Arts by the Italian government. Fol-
lowing the Greek occupation, Pisani left Izmir in 
June 1919 and never returned. Pisani continued 
his art studies in Italy and passed away in 1974. 
In the works of Pisani, which has approximately 
five thousand paintings, the paintings regarding 
the occupation of Izmir are important.
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IN CLOSING
“It’s good to return home! Whether you’re from Africa or 
the European coast, when you see Izmir from afar, one 
feels happy. Because after all, we are essentially from 

Izmir ...”

Willy SPERCO (1887-1978)
Transmitted by: Alex BALTAZZİ

In the beginning of 
1990’s... Alsancak. 
Levantine and Turkish 
women...
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1• Le Levant was the first French newspaper prepared by 
a Turkish journalist in Izmir. In 1918, Le Levant newspaper 
began its publication life with partnerships with Mehmet Sırrı 
and Michel Cambéres. IZMIR NATIONAL LIBRARY Collection.

2• Willy Sperco was born on October 20, 1887 in Izmir. He 
belonged to a family of Venetian descent. Sperco studied law 
in Germany and France. He returned to Turkey to operate in 
the maritime transport sector during World War I.  Sperco 
published an important book in 1958 which had a name of 
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Sperco died in 1987. 

3• Hats belonging to the Charlotte Sperco. ASİYE TAR 
Donation. APİKAM Collection.

4• Ioannes Giovanni Misic’s Whistle: A station whistle made 
of wood of Ioannes Giovanni Misic (1890-1981) of Croatian 
origin working at Alsancak, Saruhanlı, Uşak train stations. 
Since the middle of the 19th century, many Europeans were 
flocking to Izmir from various European countries to work in 
the construction and operation of railway lines established in 
Izmir. Misic was one of them. ENRIKO FILIPUCI Collection.

5• A stock certificate of Smyrna Fig Packers Corporation. 
1927.  FİLİZ KALFAOĞLU Donation. APİKAM Collection.

6•The document about the emery mine in Izmir District, 
Değirmendere Sub-district, which was active in Ahmetbeyli 
Village. APİKAM Collection.

7• Oriental Carpet Manifacturers Ltd. (OCM) Catalog, 1910’s. 
APİKAM Collection.

8• Carpets woven in different parts of Anatolia, the preferred 
products in many parts of the world. A hand-woven rug with 
a tree of life motif woven in Sivas in the 1850s. ATALAY and 

AYŞE TUNA Donation. APİKAM Collection.
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9• This mandolin, which was made in Italian style, was 
produced in a musical instrument store called Corletti in 
Sponti Passage, which was completely destroyed by the 1922 
Fire. The Italian-Greek label inside the mandolin points to 
the Sponti Passage as the selling point. The label includes 
the name Louise Corletti of the Corletti family. One of the 
examples that has survived to the present day. APİKAM 
Collection.

10• St. Joseph High School report card from 1926. APİKAM 
Collection.

11•Card print photos showing carnivals organized by 
Levantines living in Izmir and amateur theater groups 
founded by Levantines and their activities. (1950’s) ANNA 
MARIE EREN Collection.

12•Notification which was dated at 1931, belongs the 
Notre Dame De Sion French Girls School. Notre Dame de 
Sion had two units in the city, Karsiyaka (Cordelio) and 
Alsancak (Punta). The school was first established in 1875 in 
Alsancak. The branch in Karsiyaka, also known as Ecolo de 
Cordelio, is thought to be found in 1894, although the date of 
establishment is not fully known. The school, which provided 
education to students of different religious and ethnic 
backgrounds, was closed in 1935 under the “Foreign Schools 
Directive”. TECLA G. APERIO Collection.

13• Card printing photograph which belongs to the branch 
of Dame de Sion in Karsiyaka, known as Ecolo de Cordelio 
(1930’s). TECLA G. APERIO Collection.

14• H.D. Giraud’s family photos and negatives printed on 
glass plates and card printing. APIKAM Collection.

15• Coffee cups made by the Levantine artisan. NECDET 
ÖZBELGE Donation. APİKAM Collection.
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